A mechanistic probe for asymmetric reactions: deuterium isotope effects at enantiotopic groups.
The development of a mechanistic probe that is especially suitable for the study of asymmetric reactions is presented. Chemically innocuous enantiotopic methyl groups are utilized as probes for the distinct environments that develop at the transition state for the (-)-B-chlorodiisopinocampheylborane reduction of 4'-methylisobutyrophenone. 2H kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) are determined for both enantiotopic methyl groups using two types of competition reactions. One competition is that between the d3-methyl enantiomeric isotopomers. The other competition reaction is that between the d6-dimethyl and perprotiated isotopologues. The rate constant ratios can be converted into kinetic isotope effects upon each of the individual enantiotopic methyl groups by invoking the rule of the geometric mean. The resulting isotope effect measurements yield highly precise values and contribute further understanding to the transition structure for this stereoselective reduction. The results are discussed in the context of steric isotope effects and the origins of these effects, which arise from the impact of steric crowding upon the anharmonicity of C-H bonds in the transition structure relative to the reactant state.